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本文使用 CSMAR 数据库中 2004 至 2008 年分析师对所有 A 股上市公司年
度每股收益进行预测的数据。经过筛选得到有效数据 11265 条，其中，分析师人




























Earnings forecast by security analysts are very helpful for investors to make 
investment decision. However, herding behavior make analysts ignore their private 
information and deviate from their true forecasts to consensus, which may end in 
wrong forecasts. As a result, it is necessary to understand the existence and 
consequences of herding among security analysts. 
There are three main topics in this article: the first one is the existence of herding 
behavior among security analysts, the second one is the extent of the herding behavior 
and the third one is the consequences. This paper is structured as follows: Section I 
introduces main topics. Section II provides a review of the relevant literature on 
analysts’ herding behavior. Section III elaborates the models, variables and samples. 
Section IV represents the empirical results. Section V concludes the whole article. 
We obtain analysts’ one-year-ahead earnings forecasts for all listed A-share 
companies between the year of 2004 and 2008 from the CSMAR database. The final 
sample consists of 11265 individual forecasts, 981 analysts, 62 brokers, 575 listed 
companies and 78 industries. Using parameter-estimation and multiple-linear- 
regressions, we draw three main conclusions: (1) The herding propensity turns out to 
be significantly greater than zero, which proved the existence of herding behavior 
among security analysts. (2) 68% of security analysts tend to herd, which means 
herding among security analysts is universal. (3) Analysts with higher herding 
propensity have a lower forecast accuracy, which means the herding behavior lower 
down the forecast accuracy. 
One of the reasons why analysts herd is that analysts have little interests in their 
forecasts accuracy. In view of this, the author suggests that analysts’ wages should be 
more related to their forecasts accuracy. 
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在某一个区间内。就拿深发展 2008 年的盈利预测为例，如图 1.1 所示：针对深
发展 2008 年的每股盈利，47 个证券分析师共发布了 116 次预测。其中，有 90




图 1.1 深发展 2008 年每股收益预测分布图 
a．此处的每股收益是除以股票价格以后的每股收益 
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